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Management Terms
ARTICLES written by biologists and other professional

JLm workers in the field of wildlife management often

inadvertently employ technical terminology which is

"Greek" to some readers. Use of such terms is perhaps the

easiest way the technical writer finds to express himself or

to relate information. He has used such terms in his "busi-

ness" so long that the thought does not enter his mind that

some terms commonplace to him may not be clear at all

to the reader.

The purpose of this article is to select half a dozen wild-

life management terms, which are commonly used by
biologists and other field workers to describe situations or

conditions, and to briefly explain each. Perhaps readers who
take time to read through this will find future articles not

only more interesting but also more informative since they

will more thoroughly understand the contents.

Carrying capacity is a term frequently used, and it is

generally understood. A brief explanation should clear up

any questions, and with a good understanding of this term,

any sportsman should appreciate some of the problems and

limitations confronting biologists. Carrying capacity is the

ability of a given area of land to support a certain population

of animals at a given time. We would, therefore, speak of

spring, summer, fall, or winter carrying capacity. This term

might be easily explained thusly: A farmer would expect to

carry no more than one beef cow and calf per acre on excel-

lent pasture, and on poor pasture he might have to figure on

only 1 cow and calf per twenty acres. In other words, you

could stock only a given number of cattle on a given farm;

to double the number of animals would result in very poor

quality animals and most likely a loss due to malnutrition.

The same is true with wildlife. Particular areas (usually

we speak of certain drainages or sections of a county) pro-

vide only so much food and can, therefore, support only so

many deer. To aim for twice that many deer would be to try

to exceed the carrying capacity of the range, an impossi-

bility over any appreciable period of time.

We occasionally see in print the term biotic potential as

related to some specific .species of game. Sounds like a big

term which only a trained biologist could understand, huh?
Taint so! It's really very simple. Biotic potential is simply

the ability of a species to reproduce. For example, the biotic

potential of rabbits is high, since with no limitations a pair

might produce five litters, each with four young, or a total

of twenty young rabbits in a season. On the other hand,

a bear has a low biotic potential. A female bear will produce

only 2 cubs (average) every two years. (Bears breed only

every second year.) You should now be able to decide which

familiar game species would be classed in the high and which

in the low biotic potential category. It is the difference in

biotic potential which explains why it is safe to permit

hunters to harvest a large fraction of the full population of

.some species but not of others.

Another common term is density. Anyone knows what a

dense forest is, but when you change the word to density

and relate it to wildlife, this sometimes becomes "too deep for

me." Density can be described as the number of animals

present on a given sized area. Of course, a high density for

deer on 5,000 acres would not be the same number of animals

as a high density of rabbits on the same acreage. We would

speak of 100 quail on 200 acres as being a rather dense

population since "carrying capacity" is about one quail per

acre on excellent habitat. One deer per 100 acres would not

be much to get excited about, but a density of one deer per

five acres would surely be attractive to most hunters, and

would probably be a highly unstable situation with density

exceeding carrying capacity.

You will not have to talk with a biologist long until he

mentions limiting factors. At once you have an "inkling of

an idea" as to what he means, but then you just can't be

sure. A limiting factor is any depressing factor which holds

a population at a certain level at a specific time. Limiting

A shortage of food or cover may be the

liinifing factor which reduces carrying

capacity to Its lowest level during the late

winter.
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The rabbit's high birth rate gives it a high biotic pofenfial. Hunting

pressure is seldom the limiting factor on the population of such species.

factors affect both carrying capacity and density. If the

carrying capacity of 100 acres of land is 50 rabbits, and we
determine that we have only 5 rabbits, limiting factors are

at work. Perhaps it is feral cats, stray dogs, poaching, over-

hunting, foxes, lack of cover, lack of essential food elements,

or any number of other factors. Food and cover are generally

the limiting factors, but poachers, predators, disease, acci-

dents, etc., may be the prime factors limiting some popu-

lations. As one might expect, low populations are often due

to a combination of factors; and also as one might suspect,

determination of a limiting factor or a combination of limit-

ing factors is not always easy to accomplish. Yet identifying

specific limiting factors often is the key to successful wild-

life management as efforts to control other environmental

factors usually are wasted if the effective limiting factor is

allowed to remain unchanged. This thought should make

sportsmen appreciate the fact that management of wild game

is not a cut and dried, rule-of-thumb type of endeavor.

If you will think back over many articles you have read,

I am sure you will recall seeing the term edge or edge effect

fairly frequently. It is a common term in wildlife manage-

ment, and rightfully so, because it is important. Edge simply

means the border between vegetative types. Most game

species will tend to congregate near an edge, and even though

you might not be exactly familiar with the term, I'm sure

you are familiar with the effect if you are an experienced

hunter. Picture in your mind the type of place you would

hunt various species, and I'll bet you end up with a picture

in your mind of an edge. Suppose we have a square clover

patch, 100 feet on each side, and it is bordered all around

by thick brush. Then we would have 400 feet of edge be-

tween food and cover. The same area of clover would be con-

tained in a strip 10 feet by 1,000 feet. But in the latter case

we would have 2,020 feet of edge. And, of course, we would

expect to locate more game near the latter. This is a partial

explanation of why Game Commission field personnel are

seeding old log roads and trails in the mountains, rather

than developing large new open clearings. We create more

edge and, therefore, tend to serve (provide more food and

protection for) more wildlife over a bigger area with an

equal expenditure of money, effort and time.

Let's wind up with a real whiz-bang term, the principle of

inversity. Boy, that tells you a lot, doesn't it? Principle of

inversity is a complicated sounding, but short way of say-

ing: As the number of breeders increase, the number of

young and the survival rate decrease proportionately, and

vice versa. This is explained by the following account. The

hard winter of 1936-37 in Iowa killed a large part of the

quail population. The breeding population was about one

bird per 86 acres on a study area of several thousand acres

—

certainly low! With practically no intra-species competition

and a favorable nesting season, the fall population had in-

creased by an unbelievable 457 percent! The following

spring's breeding population was up to one bird per 16 acres,

but even though the season again was favorable for nesting,

the season's increase dropped to 183 percent. This is the way
nature responds, and such response is known as the principle

of inversity. ( Following this year's exceptionally poor squirrel

season, let's hope the squirrels in southwest Virginia have

a chance to read up on these "laws" this winter while they

are devouring a bumper mast crop, and that they realize

what is expected of them early next spring!

)

With these few terms briefly explained, any reader should

now be in a position to understand better at least parts

of some future articles. Perhaps he'll feel confident "talk-

ing wildlife" ; he might just stroll over to the neighbor's

house and remark, "Due to present limiting factors, the

density of the rabbit population is far below normal carry-

ing capacity, even though there is a sufficient amount of

edge in these parts; but since the cottontail has a high biotic

potential, I fully expect to see the principle of inversity come

into play. Man, next fall we will be up to our ears in rab-

bits!"

Producing twin cubs once every two years, the black bear has low

biotic potential, typical of species subject to little natural predation.

Hunting pressure can be, and often is, the limiting factor on abundance
of such species.
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AFTER thirteen years, Old Bonehead, Bill "Monkey"

Renche's venerable "Mountain Cooner," is practically

an honorary member of our men's club, and as such

is always warmly welcomed by all. Reason is, he produces

most of the game for our "Special Suppers," and has done

so ever since Bill and I came to understand fully his most

peculiar hunting methods.

Since boyhood, "Monkey" Renche, a short-tempered

plumber, and I, "Curly" Clifford, a frustrated garage opera-

tor (now bald as an ice cube), have been partners in all out-

door activities. We have known many dogs, none remotely ap-

proaching the likes of Old Bonehead. From the first, he

thought it his duty to hunt anything we were after, day or

night! Whoever heard of a hound with such tendencies?

He has "treed" foxes several times, and once a big mink

while accompanying me on trapping rounds. Squirrels,

pheasants, rabbits—he knows and hunts them all. But at

night it is rare indeed that he runs other than raccoons. In

such instances, his bugle, trail-talking voice is much differ-

ent: only mildly interested on opossums and woods cats,

SAGA

OF OLD BONEHEAD

There ff^tll Never 'Be Another Like Him!

By RALPH C. CLIFFORD
Piano, Illinois

(house cats gone wild) and more angry bark than bay on

skunks, which he stays well clear of since his first sorrow-

ful encounter. Through the years, he has puzzled, astonished,

thrilled and made me laugh many times, but the laughter

has been that of a man pleased within—never derisive at

Old B.'s eccentricities.

Bill's wife, Mable, fell for this dog as a six-weeks-old

puppy, while she and my spouse. Bingo, were visiting

relatives in their native Kentucky. Mable, backed whole-

heartedly by Bingo, was stubborn, and refused to leave the

pup behind for the usual training. So the two women brought

him home with them—a somewhat difficult maneuver, from

the way they told it! Right off, the bony little rascal was

more spoiled pel than future hunter; naturally. Bill and I

went for him, too. He was so clumsy and mixed up that

Bill affectionately named him Old Bonehead—"Boney" for

short—which Mable rather grudgingly agreed to. But this

turned out to be a misnomer, for he was very intelligent, and

soon was performing several tricks for Mable and Bingo.

By autumn he was big enough to follow noisily after Bill

and me on frequent afternoon fishing and squirrel hunting

excursions, and was soon showing his natural hunting in-

stincts by yapping his head off while wildly chasing anything

that moved. He was more hindrance than help, of course,

but he loved so to be with us in the woods that we always

took him along.

Late in the fall, on a wet, warm night, we decided to take

"Boney" coon hunting
—

"just for fun." Strangely, the big

pup seemed to know the score, and we were soon enthralled

by his mournful, musical bays (the first we'd heard) as he

hit a hot trail. But shortly his "voice" changed to wild yips,

and he came crashing back to us—reeking with skunk! He
was thoroughly deflated, had to spend the night alone in

the garage, and withstand a tomato juice bath next day from

Mable—ev(>n though we'd done our best to wash him in

the creek.

But he caught on fast, and after a couple of more years

had slipped away, became an unbelievably good all-purpose
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hunting dog—however, strictly according to his own lights!

It took Bill and me a long time to dig him—from then on

we've had it made (though he still fools us on occasion).

For instance, when hunting squirrels he ranges far and

wide, with no voice whatever. After treeing a bushy-tail, he

merely sits down and waits for one of us to find him (some-

times difficult when the leaves are still on trees and brush).

He then stands with front feet on the tree, silently looking

up, while waiting eagerly for the shot and his quarry to fall.

But often the squirrel has found safety in a hole, or by

crossing into nearby trees, and of course can't be sighted.

When this happens, the only way to get "Boney" to budge is

to fire a shot in the air. This causes him to think disgustedly

that the shooter has missed, and he'll move on reluctantly.

It was fortunate that Bill thought of this shooting bit early

in Old B's life; before that it was almost impossible to

coax him to give up.

When pheasant season opens, the dog thoroughly under-

stands how-to, and works very close to us in thick cover,

nose in the air, stepping carefully, again silent. When he

stops suddenly, with tail wig-wagging like a railroad cross-

ing signal, we move quietly forward, at ready. He will not

retrieve; in fact, won't mouth a bird, since he has a great

distaste for feathers. But he surely knows when Mable

Renche is cooking pheasant, and waits impatiently for the

choicest remains to be served at his bedside near the fire-

place.

To my way of thinking, Old Bonehead hunts rabbits better

than any dog I ever saw. We have a long-favorite place

—

stump land with clumps of wild rose, gooseberry, and dense

dried weeds. Bill and I stand on stumps, a hundred feet or

so apart, and holler, "Hunt 'em up, 'Boney'!" He'll run

several hundred feet around the patch before entering, then

make all kinds of noise barking and howling, as he criss-

crosses back and forth our way. Naturally, we get some

wonderful shooting—the easy way. "Boney" does not chase

bunnies, merely believing it his function to stir them out.

Afterwards, he always takes a long and much interested

look at the bag. He's very fond of cooked livers and hearts,

and I am long since convinced that he feels that if such

"goodies" are to come his way it's up to him to "hunt 'em

up."

But coon hunting is where Old B. is happiest, though

occasionally he fuddles up and pulls a fast one. Why not?

After practically training himself, it follows that his notions

are a bit queer about trailing and treeing ringtails. While

raccoons are not so plentiful in this area, he has run down
the piece de resistance for many enjoyable club suppers. As

his clear, tuneful notes float back through the lonely wood-

lands I am always pleasantly stirred, for there's nothing like

a coon hunt behind a loved and respected dog for the good

of one's soul. Curiously, Old B. will not work with other

hounds. On the few times we've tried it with friends and their

dogs, he gets interestedly friendly with all concerned, but

stays close to Bill or me. His attitude is that of a guest out

just for fun; plainly he thinks, "Let those crazy mutts run

their legs off! I'm not finding coons for them!" He's a

"loner" in many other ways, too, such as preferring the

always-left-over greasy raccoon gravy at the stag suppers.

By the time "Boney" was in his third hunting season, Bill

and I had bragged him up so much that three of the more

robust club members could stand it no longer. They scoffed

plenty at the idea of one dog hunting everything, and insisted

on making a sizable bet that the coonhound never lived who
could provide shots at pheasants or rabbits (season was

open) for any one of them, and loudly proclaimed that we

had been bunking everybody. Bill and I agreed to the wagers

gleefully, sure we had easy pickings, and amid considerable

derisive laughter as the poker game broke up, arranged to

meet our friends the next morning.

After leaving the car, it was perhaps a three mile walk

through the woods to reach good pheasant cover. Our pals,

carrying shotguns and wearing boots, and unused to any

exercise other than lifting a beer or hand of cards in recent

years, were pretty well beat and had stopped the ribbing.

After a rest, the five of us spread out to enter a wide patch

of thick weeds and small brush, adjoining a corn field.

Right then. Old Bonehead called it off! He sat down, big,

sad eyes rolling, tail thumping the ground, whining and

whimpering, while looking from Bill to me as we all gathered

round him. Absolutely refusing to move, ior some reason

he'd made up his mind not to hunt! Bill and I were flabber-

gasted—this really beat all. Our friends got on us strong, and

all Bill could lamely say was, " 'Boney' thinks there's no

pheasants in there." A fallen tree a few yards away offered

a good resting place; the tired trio sat down there in the

warm November sunshine, making all sorts of sarcastic wise-

cracks. "Fat" Stumpe (club president) bawled hilariously:

"Well babysit with Bonehead while you two shoot the birds

that ain't there! You can pay off when you get back!"

Extremely embarrassed, put-out and wondering. Bill and I

started through the weeds—there was nothing else to do. But

suddenly, "Boney," watching our progress, let out some

joyful yips, and joined us, almost immediately to "point."

Bill took the shot—a nice cock—though he was so flustered

that he fired twice. "Come on, you wise guys," he yelled

jubilantly. "We said 'Boney' was good!"

The three got up and hurried to us, open-mouthed, and

reloading their guns. But here Old B. went into his act again,

clearly wanting no part of further hunting. On a hunch, I

asked the fellows to go back and sit down as before, which

they noisily did while "Boney" watched with interest. Sure

enough, the dog got eagerly to his feet and started sniffing

the air, ready to go on with us. "Can you tie that!" Bill ex-

claimed in admiration and astonishment. "We've lost the

bets, 'Curly,' because this nutty pooch of Mable's won't hunt

for anybody but us!" It was true; with a feeling of warmth

I realized that "Boney" had grown up with Bill and me, and

simply figured that we alone were entitled to the fruits of

his labors.

The winters and summers have slipped away; though now

a bit infirm with age, the dog has never changed. Still

friendly, gentle, but firmly sticking with his own way
through countless woodland jaunts. Still pet and companion,

he goes everywhere with Mable Renche, as he loves to ride,

and Mable, like Bingo, doesn't mind a few dog hairs. But

he can't be forced into the back seat, and strangers in town

always do a doubletake when they see his sixty pound bulk

beside Mrs. Renche, with his head hanging out the window
and big ears flapping, as she drives around about her busi-

ness. He knows our house well, too, for Bingo takes care

of him whenever the Renches are away. I swear there's an

understanding between them, for "Boney" never makes any

mess, and Bingo never threatens a bath. She stoutly main-

tains that his capacity for thinking is just about human.

Though not mine, this dog has been part of my life since

I first saw him. Because of the loyal affection and pleasure

he has given the four of us, I'm certain he'll find the Dogs

Valhalla when his time comes. There'll never be another

Old Bonehead.
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Did You Say
By BILL COCHRAN

Roanoke

Duck HUNTING IN Western VIRGINIA?

THERE is something about a duck gracefully winging

his way over wintery cold water that will lure many

sportsmen from the fireside and cast them into the

freezing outdoors.

For a good many years, sportsmen living in the western

part of Virginia have soothed their duck hunting fever by

taking a long, and often costly, trip to the coastal marshes.

Here they hire a guide, boat and decoys gambling that the

weather will be right and flights will be coming in.

This is great sport, no question about it. It is what many
sportsmen long for, live for, then somehow endure. But the

Western Virginia sportsman who limits himself to coastal

hunts won't get many days of waterfowl shooting, because

the coast is a long drive away.

Therefore, a growing number of Western Virginia duck

hunters are looking for, and finding, waterfowl much closer

home. Several sportsmen are discovering exciting duck shoot-

ing on our inland lakes and up and down our larger inland

rivers.

Interest in duck hunting has increased rapidly in Western

Virginia during the past few years. It is part of an overall

trend whereby sportsmen are greatly expanding their scope

of activities in an attempt to reap the rich and growing

harvest of field sports our state has to offer.

Greatly responsible for its growth is the fact that we

now have more inland waters to attract ducks than we had

a few years back. Sprawling reservoirs such as Kerr, Smith

Mountain, Leesville and Gaston are offering waterfowl a

stopping-over place, which in turn creates sport for hunters.

As yet, however, inland duck hunting is as strange to the

average sportsman as hunting lions in Africa. It is a

specialized sport, and many hunters lack the equipment and

technic necessary for success.

On our inland reservoirs, it is almost imperative that

you have decoys and a boat for waterfowl hunting. The

decoys are required to draw ducks within shooting range,

and the boat is necessary to set out the decoys and retrieve

downed game.

Most inland hunters have been successful using a couple

dozen decoys. These are placed close enough to shore so that

the hunter hiding in a blind will be within range of any

waterfowl that may be attracted. Decoys should be set out

so they can be seen well from the air and so the ducks can

land into the wind when making their approach over water.

The boat used need not be anything special. A good craft

for this work can be a 12- to 14-foot aluminum fishing boat.

It should be placed out of sight or camouflaged after the

decoys arc distributed.

An elaborate blind is not needed—just some natural

obstructions to break up your outline—grass, reeds, brush,

saplings, evergreens. More important than a fancy blind is

to remain still. When ducks are on the way, don't move
until you shoot.

It might work this way : you set out decoys off a point

8

of the reservoir; then from a blind, made against a couple

pine trees dressed in a dusting of snow, you watch for game.

There is an age-old wave of suspense and excitement that

sweeps over you—an anticipation that pushes aside the past

and future, leaving you wrapped in a sparkling little world

all your own.

Then in the distance you see something. At first it is

little more than windblown specks of dust. But they come

on fast. Ducks!

They fly in gracefully. Spotting your decoys, they turn,

set their wings and begin to glide in.

Bang! Bang! A big black folds, then tumbles to the water.

Suddenly, although you may be a long way from what is

normally considered duck liunting territory, you know the

thrill of waterfowl gunning.

Some of the most productive duck hunting found in the

western part of the state is enjoyed by those few sportsmen

who know how to float-hunt our larger rivers such as the

James and New. Limit bags are often taken by sportsmen

drifting downstream flushing waterfowl.

For float hunting you must have a boat that displaces

little water. Generally, western waterfowlers use a camou-

flaged canoe. Needless to say, you must be a skilled canoeist

and know the river well in order to stay out of trouble. A
novice who tries it may suddenly find himself up to his

neck in very cold and very dangerous water. If he is lucky,

he'll lose nothing more than his shotgun.

For the sportsman without decoys or without the equip-

ment and know-how for float trips, there is jump shooting

by foot. This may be accomplished by merely walking

quietly along the edge of a river keeping your eyes peeled

for flushing or passing ducks.

Early-morning duck hunters set out decoys on the New River.



The thrill of waterfowl hunting being experienced a long way from

the jstaj

This type hunting can be productive at times, but the

birds you hit are often difficult to retrieve. For this reason,

a waterfowl retrieving dog can be most valuable.

Several hunters have discovered some pretty good sport

by jump shooting and watching our growing number of

farm ponds. Often such ponds are very attractive to water-

fowl.

Duck hunting weather more often than not is cold. And
in Western Virginia it is changeable—from bone-chilling

frost at sunrise to bluebird mildness at mid-day, then back

to frigid cold in the evening. Therefore, most duck hunters

dress in layers that can be peeled off or replaced as needed.

Outer duck hunting clothes should be waterproof as well

as warm. Insulated underwear makes a good first layer. Your
(Continued on page 23)

Decoys out, waterfowl hunter awaits action on inland reservoir.

LET'S COOK A
WILD DUCK DINNER

By MARJORIE LATHAM MASSELIN
Richmond

WAY back when I was a very new bride, a novel

called Dinner At Antoines was published. In the

first chapter, the dinner, which featured pressed duck,

was deliciously described, and some years later when my
husband was stationed at Fort Benning, the memory of it

was still so vivid that I begged, badgered and cajoled him
into taking me to New Orleans solely to dine at Antoine's.

It was one of the many times in our lives that we sacrificed

the necessities of life in favor of its luxuries, and we spent

the rest of that month signing chits at the officer's club in

order to eat at all!

But Antoine's had not disappointed us, despite the fact

that we were unable to have our pressed duck. Certainly our

charming waiter managed to make us feel that we were his

favorite customers and even presented us with the menu
which I so obviously coveted.

Eventually of course, I had my pressed duck; not at

Antoine's, but in Paris. I still live in the hope that I shall

taste it at Antoine's, and also that I shall one day acquire a

duck press and be able to prepare it myself.

A duck press is probably the most impressive piece of a

restauranteur's equipment, and coupled with the chafing

dish required to prepare this food par excellence, there is

no performance in theatrical repertoire that equals it. If you

are lucky enough to own both, I urge you to attempt this

recipe which to date I have only watched in preparation and

eaten gratefully.

Lobster and Mushroom Bisque

Pressed Duck

Wild Rice Avocado Salad

Fruit Compote au Cointreau

Coffee

There are several points to get firmly fixed in mind be-

fore beginning to prepare a dinner around wild duck.

General rule number 1 is to rub the dressed ducks, inside

and out, with salt and pepper. As always, in preparing wild

game and game birds I advise the use of a tenderizer salt.

NEVER soak wild duck in salt water! This not only removes

much of the gamey flavor which after all is the distinguishing

characteristic of the dish, but it also tends to draw off the

blood which is essential as the thickening agent in the

sauce—the sole thickening agent in pressed duck.

General rule number 2 is that wild duck must be served

ruddy (rare) in order to be edible. The only way to ac-

complish this is to cook it a very short time at very high

heat—450° for 12-20 minutes. Since the supremes (breasts)

will be re-heated in the chafing dish, maximum roasting

time for pressed duck should not exceed 15 minutes.

If this is your first experience with wild duck, the thought

is probably taking shape in your mind that my dining room

resembles a slaughter house and my guests are all vampires

who enjoy drinking blood. Actually it doesn't turn out this

way at all, and you must simply take my word for it. Try

to remember that the palate is educated just as the mind is.

If you have children this should be easy! How many times

have you struggled with a young child's tendency to avoid

(Continued on page 22)



By BERT LINDLER
Williamsburg

EACH winter afternoon I row two miles up a tidewater

creek, slog knee-deep through mud, and plunge my
arms into bone-chilling water—for I'm a schoolboy

trapper. Like many other schoolboys, I trap during the

winter months to earn spending money. In fact, since the

decrease in the number of furbearing animals has made
professional trapping unprofitable, schoolboys gather a large

percentage of the wild furs collected annually in the United

States.

In spite of the hardships involved, trapping yields pleasure

and profit. Much of the joy of trapping comes simply from

being outdoors and observing nature. I have seen deer swim

across the creek ahead of my boat, observed as raccoons

searched for an afternoon meal, and watched as otter bobbed

up through holes in inch-thick ice to gulp air. Had I not

learned to trap, I would never have realized the variety of

wildlife living within sight of the houses of my community.

Heron, snipe, duck, coon, beaver, otter, even an occasional

mink make the marsh their home.

For the schoolboy whose most vigorous winter activity is

the walk between classes, trapping provides strenuous physi-

cal exercise. Sometimes I have had to row four miles against

tide and wind, slog through mud for an hour and a half

setting traps, and walk a mile home carrying eight muskrats

slung over my shoulder in a burlap sack. This sort of

exercise rapidly strengthens unused muscles!

Most important of all. during the winter months when
few other odd jobs are available, trapping provides spending

money. Daily profits vary; I have earned as much as

twenty dollars in an aft(>rnoon, but more often have earned

nothing. It is possible, however, to average more than a

dollar an hour over a trapping season, earning a total of up

to two hundred dollars.

The successful trapper must have a thorough knowledge

of his quarry's habits. The muskrat, the furbearing animal

most plentiful and therefore most important to the school-

boy, lives in marshes bordering lakes or creeks, feeding on

the roots of the marsh grass and using the stalks to con-

struct large, dome-siiaped lodges. The muskrats reach their

feeding areas by scurrying over paths or .swimming through

their tunnels which interlace the marsh. A trap which grips

I/.

I'm muddy, cold and tired, but carryir.g ten dollars worth of fur.
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the muskrat by the leg may be set in a path so that the

muskrat must step on it. Generally, these traps are attached

to the stake with a long chain, so the muskrat can swim into

the water, where because of the weight of the trap, it

quickly drowns. A different type of trap may be set in the

feeding tunnels so that a rat must swim through it. When
the trap is sprung two metal frames snap down on the

muskrat's body, killing it almost instantly.

The beginning trapper must make an initial investment

of perhaps fifteen dollars for a dozen traps and a trapping

license and, in addition, must find a place to trap. Most

unpolluted marshes are populated by muskrats, as are the

shorelines of many lakes. Once the muskrats are located the

trapper must either obtain permission to trap from the land-

owner, or lease the marsh for a percentage of his trapping

profits.

One to two hours an afternoon are required to tend the

traps; additional time is required to skin the muskrats.

Wiiile an experienced trapper can skin a muskrat in less than

a minute, the beginner must spend much longer. Finally

the pelts must be stretched and dried, and shipped to fur-

buying houses, which advertise in the winter issues of the

popular outdoor magazines. But the effort is worth it. The
schoolboy who can spend two and a half hours an after-

noon, enjoys being outdoors, and wishes to earn a little extra

money will find trapping the ideal winter job.

Left: Muskrats have learned to live with

man. This lodge is only a hundred yards

from a superhighway. Right: Reaching

into ice-cold water to retrieve traps is

just part of the game.
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COMMISSION-OWNED LAKES:
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By H. L. GILLAM
Information Officer
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Recent brush clearing along

the dam makes it easy for

fishermen to get around the

lake and to launch small

boats. Newly installed rip-

rap will prevent erosion of

the bank.

Commission photos by Kesteloo

Treatment with copper sul-

fate killed most of the

shiners and mullet which

had increased to problem
proportions in the lake.

Catches of game fish should

show a marked improvement
next spring.

THIS beautiful 29 acre lake was constructed on the Game Commis-

sion's Sussex Game Refuge, south of Disputanta. The refuge prop-

erty was later sold when it was felt that it had outlived its useful-

ness, but the lake and sufficient shoreline property to assure access were

retained. It is a shallow lake, averaging 3 to 4 feet deep, with acid waters

and a lot of shoreline aquatic plants, plus numerous stumps and logs.

The lake was given a general refurbishing in the fall of 1967, both

to improve fishing and to improve conditions for the fishermen. The

entrance road and parking lot were improved to facilitate access. Brush

and trees were removed from the dam and stone rip-rap was added to

prevent wave erosion. The lake waters were treated with copper sulfate

to selectively kill rough fish which had increased in numbers over the

years. Golden shiners (roach) and chubsuckers (mullet) were the

principal species killed. The resident game fish populations were un-

disturbed, and fishing should show considerable improvement in the

spring.

A large volume of water runs through the lake so it cannot be arti-

ficially fertilized. Largemouth bass and bluegills are the main game
species, but pickerel and black crappie also inhabit the lake. There is

no concessionaire and, at present, no boat ramp although one is

planned in the near future. Bait and tackle are available at Wakefield,

some 15 miles away. A few private boats are kept at the lake. A grav-

eled parking area is available to visiting anglers, and small boats may
be launched easily from shore.
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"CONSERVATIONISTS OF THE YEAR"

Commission photos by Kesteloo

State Conservationist of the Year, Charles P. Gilchrist, speaks

to a delighted audience after receiving his award at the Gov-
ernor's Conservation Aveards Banquet in Richmond.

CHARLES P. Gilchrist, Jr., Supervising Game Biolo-

gist for eastern Virginia, and McGuire Morris, Game

Warden Supervisor of the Patrick Henry Law En-

forcement District, were among 10 conservationists honored

by the Virginia Wildlife Federation with awards presented

at the Governor's Awards Banquet in Richmond September

30. Gilchrist received the Conservationist of the Year

Award, the highest honor bestowed by the state group.

Morris was named Wildlife Conservationist of the Year

for his outstanding law enforcement record and for his

interest in developing wildlife habitat in piedmont Vir-

ginia. Gilchrist's work in establishing resident flocks of

Canada geese in the state, plus his accomplishments in

securing and developing waterfowl refuges and public

hunting areas, was cited as the basis for his selection as

the state's outstanding conservationist.

The Governor's Conservation Achievement Program is

sponsored by the Virginia Wildlife Federation and its

parent organization, the National Wildlife Federation, in

cooperation with the Sears-Roebuck Foundation. Winners

honored in other categories included Emory R. Minnich of

South Hill, Soil Conservationist of the Year; John K.

Abernathy of Richmond, Water Conservationist of the

Year; Sture Gordon Olsson of West Point, Forest Conser-

vationist of the Year; Grafton W. Barker of Fredericks-

burg, Conservation Educator of the Year; Miss Carolyn

Kingrea of Christiansburg, Youth Conservationist of the

Year; State Senator Garland Gray of Waverly, Legisla-

tive Conservationist of the Year; H. Glenwood Howell of

Roanoke, Conservation Communicator of the Year; and

Virginia Forests Incorporated, Conservation Organization

of the Year.

r-^-^:

Game Warden Supervisor McGuire Morris (right) receives his

award as Wildlife Conservationist of the Year from Archer L.

Yeatts, Jr., Executive Assistant to the Governor. Master of

Ceremonies Fred P. Haseltlne looks on.
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NORTHERN PIKE RECOVERED FROM LAKE MAURY. Three northern pike which averaged 25i inches

in length have been recovered in gill net samples taken in Lake Maury, located
at the Mariners Museum in Newport News. The fish grew from 9-inch fingerlings
stocked in the 165-acre lake in 1965, and their growth and survival gives encourage-
ment that they will thrive in other small lakes where the Commission plans to stock
them. Both males and females were examined and found to be mature, indicating
that they would spawn early next spring.

The Mariners Museum, which operates this lake, has been cooperating with the Commission on

this experimental stocking by providing a complete creel census of all fishermen
using the lake. They have some 22 boats for rent to visiting anglers on a year-
around basis.

GAME COMMISSION REAFFIRMS STAND ON FIREARMS LEGISLATION. The Virginia Commission of Game

and Inland Fisheries, at its meeting in Richmond September 29, went on record
as preferring the Hruska Firearms Bills (S. 1853 and S. 1854) to the more restric-
tive Dodd Bill (S. 1 with Amendment 90) , all of which are now pending in Congress.
The Hruska measure would require an affidavit-police notification procedure for
the mail order purchase of handguns only, and would establish vigorous control over

interstate traffic in anti-tank guns and other destructive devices. Prospective
handgun purchasers would have to be 21 years of age or older.

The Dodd Bill, as amended, which has been under vigorous attack by conservation and
gun-using groups, would prohibit all mail order sales of firearms. The Virginia
Commission initially voiced its opposition to the Dodd Bill in 1965, shortly after
it was first introduced in Congress.

The Commission's concern for firearms legislation is based on a desire, and some degree
of responsibility, to see that sportsmen are not deprived of their privilege
to hunt, or harassed with bureaucratic red tape to the point where owning and
using firearms legitimately is no longer enjoyable. Restrictive local firearms
ordinances have definitely discouraged gun ownership in many areas, without
a comparable reduction in criminal misuse of firearms.

CHANNEL CATFISH STOCKED IN STATE WATERS . Over 46,000 channel catfish, averaging 5 inches
in length, have been stocked in Game Commission lakes, reservoirs and streams
across Virginia. The fish were obtained from the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
Game Commission owned Scott-Wise, Nelson, Fluvanna, Ruritan, Orange, Burke,
and Brittle Lakes each received 15 to 20 of the little catfish per surface acre.
Additional fingerling cats went into Beaver Creek, Laurel, Hungry Mother, South
Rivanna, Hawfield, Jackson, Occoquan, and Baxter Lakes, and Broad and Cedar Runs.
Some 50,000 channel cats were stocked in the Clinch River earlier this fall.

The stocking of channel cats in smaller lakes has paid off handsomely, since a significant
portion of the fish harvested from most of these lakes is now composed of i to

3 pound channel cats. At Orange Lake channel cats increased three-fourths of

a pound in average weight during a 6-month period last summer. The cats' rapid
growth and potential for reaching large size makes it popular with anglers on

State lakes.
MUSKY STOCKING EXPANDED. Nearly 8,000 seven to nine inch muskellunge were stocked by the

Commission of Game and Inland Fisheries in suitable Virginia waters, reflecting a

substantial increase in the number of this exotic species released. Approximately
4,000 of these muskies were hatched and reared from eggs obtained from brood
fish held at the Game Commission's Marion Fish Cultural Station. The remaining
4,000 were hatched from eggs supplied by Ohio in exchange for striped bass eggs.

The Clinch River and Smith Mountain Reservoir each received over 1,500 muskies, while
smaller numbers went into Claytor, Scott-Wise, Brittle and Albemarle Lakes and
the James, New and Shenandoah Rivers.
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A little time ... a piece of wood ... a yearning f(

By EDWARD L. JOHNSON
W kite Sulphur Springs HOMEM.

THE homemade hickory hunting bow, once a favorite and deadly weapon in the hands of the American Indian, has all

but lost its place in modern archery. But it's still potent, and it's fun to make—if you have the proper wood and a

hankerin' for a do-it-yourself project.

The most important step in making a bow is the selection of a choice piece of wood. Don't go out and start cutting and

splitting hickories to see if they are straight grained and free of knots.

Select a large shell-barked hickory that has grown in the forest. It will have lost its lower limbs many years previous

and the wood around the outer portion of the trunk will be free of knots.

Now check the bark. If its grain, or the breaks in the bark, run up and down the tree in a fairly straight pattern, the

grain of the wood will be straight. If the grain of the bark spirals around the trunk, move on to another tree.

The following steps will be helpful on your first attempt:

Figure No. 1—After the tree is down, cut out a choice six-foot block, split with

wedges and gluts, and block off a piece of white wood about 3" x 3". It's much easier

to carry hammer and wedges into the woods than to pack out a six-foot block of an

eighteen inch hickory trunk.

Back at your shop, work your hickory stick down to 2" x 2" by use of a plane or

drawing knife. Even the ends by cutting with a fine toothed saw until the full length

of the stick is sixty-six inches. You are now ready to start shaping.

Figure No. 2—Measure the bow and mark the

center. Measure out seven inches in either direction

from the center and you have points "A" and "B."

The distance between these two points is then four-

teen inches. This will be the centerpiece. From it

you will fashion the hand grip.

Now grasp the centerpiece so that the center mark

lies between the second and third fingers. Move the

index finger up about a quarter inch and mark

above the finger as point "C."

With your fine toothed saw cut the arrow rest

for a center shot design by sawing into the side

of the stick at point "C" until you are exactly one

inch, or halfway through. Now saw at a slant

from point "B" down to "C." Smooth out with a

round rasp. This is the arrow rest.

14



n outdoor project . . . and you can have your own

DE BOW
Figure No. 3—Now turn the stick on its back. Measure about three inches in from

point "A" toward the center. Mark, and cut at a slant so that you reach a point just oppo-

site Hne "A" when you are within one-half inch of the back. Split this piece out to the end

and you have one limb formed. Repeat the procedure by measuring in from point "B" and

split out the other limb. The bow is now ready to be worked down and placed in a press.

With plane and sandpaper tiller the limbs down to a full % inch thick by 2 inches

wide. About 15 inches out from the center begin to slope the limbs until they are only one

inch wide on the ends. Cut a hand grip into the center of the stick, wide enough to admit

the hand freely, cutting in on the back and sides until the wood left is about l^/^ inches

deep by 1 inch wide.

Shape out the centerpiece then, leaving wood heaviest in back of the arrow rest.

Figure No. 4—Make a press out of a 2" x 4". This will

hold the green wood in the shape you wish it while it seasons.

At points "A," which are 7 inches in from either end of

the bowstick, place blocks that are about P/'^ inches high.

Eleven inches farther back, or about eighteen inches in from

either end, set clamps "B" and draw down with bolts until

the limbs are against the 2" x 4". Now place clamps on the

ends of the limbs and draw down until they touch the

2" X 4".

Lay the bow away until cured.

When the bow is thoroughly seasoned, remove it from the press and tiller down with sandpaper or by scraping with a

knife until both limbs are smooth and evenly matched and tapered.

With your knife cut a groove around each tip to fit the loop on your bowstring. Now apply the string and test the pull

of the limbs. Tiller until both limbs draw evenly and until the desired pull is reached.

You now have a beautiful white bow. But we wanted a hunting bow, and nothing attracts more attention in the woodland

than white.

Borrow the kids' water colors, and, using green, brown and orange, camouflage the bow by painting alternating splotches

of these three colors until the entire bow is covered. Do not use bright colors. If the orange and green are too bright, dull by

mixing in a little brown.

Now cut a piece of thin leather to fit the hand grip in the center. Wrap it around the stick and glue in place with a

good grade of leather glue.

When the paint dries you will find that the water has opened the pores of the wood and roughened the surface. Sand
lightly with emery paper, then give a good coat of clear shellac.

Now again we are in trouble. The shellac glows terribly in bright sun, but it is essential to protect the stick from the

weather. So we take a small quantity of pumice and dull the finish by polishing it lightly until the gloss is removed.

The bow is now ready. It won't have the snap of the glass bow, or the cast of the laminated job; but it will shoot, it

will kill, and it's a product of your own hands.
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LOOKING THROUGH THE GLASS

IN
1965 I made a decision: If the birds were going to

eat the food I put out they would (by St. Francis!) eat

it where we could see them!

As I write these words, a male downy woodpecker, after

his usual furtive approach, is attacking the large pine cone

which my wife dipped in a molten suet and birdseed mix-

ture. This cone hangs on a squirrel proof, fine wire from

a branch of the stout wild cherry tree five feet from the

bay windows of our dining room. On the trunk of this

tree, not more than two feet from the windows, I have at-

tached a feeding tray. We keep a variety of scraps and left-

overs on the tray. For example, today there is cherry pie

crust, Hubbard squash seeds and apple cores. The mocking-

bird has tasted the cherry pie crust daintily several times

after chasing most of the other birds out of the yard. Just

before the mockingbird arrived a squirrel made off with a

good sized chunk of pie crust. As he bounded across the

back yard, the crust broke. He overran the big piece and

found himself with a problem of having the smaller piece

in his mouth. He solved the problem quite logically by eat-

ing the small piece right where he stopped. He then re-

trieved the larger portion and started off again. However,

before ho made the pine fringe at the back of the lot. the

crust broke again and the squirrel, demonstrating consistent

determination and disdain of the calories, again ate the

smaller bit. He picked up the remainder and disappeared

up the nearest pine tree.

The pie crust was also popular with the one legged

chickadee. This spunky little character, who scrappily holds

his own with the competition, has about half of his right leg

missing. We'll never know how it happened but he fed here

all winter. Strangely, another chickadee appeared with an

immobilized and useless claw. He fed at the suet bag in an

inverted position like his one legged contemporary. Their

clutch is strong enough to support their body weight and
provide some pecking leverage. They sometimes actually

hang from the pine needles while eating seeds from the

cones. However, being incorrigible sunflower seed crackers,

their biggest problem is grasping the seed tightly enough
with only one claw, while at the same time exerting sufficient

force to whack it open. They have learned to find a small

fork in the limb to wedge the seed into and also to add a

mite of pressure to the thrust of their beak, and perhaps

maintain their balance by an occasional flip of the wings.

Seeing two of these black caps with essentially the same
deformity leads me to wonder whether this may be con-

genital or whether their feet might have been frozen in this

past cold and windy winter.

The mockingbird manages to get some of the apple and
the titmouse some of the squash seeds before the squirrel

cleans the tray, ignoring the ears of field corn hung there

for his sole benefit. When he does take the corn he hangs

head down by his hind paws, thus freeing his front paws to

stoke his high velocity corn cutter. He neatly strips out the

heart of each kernel and drops the rest on the ground, where

it is gulped down, .sometimes with difficulty, by the blue jays,

starlings, cardinals, grackles. cow birds or mourning doves.

The grackles and squirrels caused me to change our special

stand feeder out in the middle of the back yard. We had one

of those automatic types which can be charged with a quart

or two of birdseed. The birds eat from the tray around the

bottom as seeds are gravity fed to them. The grackles, al-

ways greedily looking for something better would swipe their

beaks left and right through the tray sending showers of

seeds onto the ground where they were pounced upon by a

black overcast of cow birds, starlings and redwinged black-

birds in one great jumping up cacophony. This at first

angered me to the point of grabbing the pellet gun to put

a stop to this plunder. But after a day or two of reflection, I

decided to outwit the "'blackbirds" and suspended a metal

screen skirt from the overhanging top of the feeder, leaving

a three-inch opening all around the tray. Thus the small

birds could get in but the larger birds would be unable to

grasp a foothold on the bottom platform. This was very

successful until those yellow eyed fiends learned to fly a

curve of pursuit on the corner of the platform and bend

their knees to get under the screen. On went the carnage

and up went the birdseed bill.

I finally gave up and built a new low bungalow feeder,

open on two sides only, with a great overhanging roof. This

has, to this day, fooled the "blackbirds" but not the squirrel

—despite the fact that the feeder stands over five feet above

the ground on a one inch metal stem, with an eleven-inch

free wheeling plastic baffle. This baffle is supposed to tip

(and does) when any weight is placed upon it thus dis-

couraging the climber. But the squirrel simply charged up

the pipe, seized the edge of the plastic disc with his teeth,

pulled it down and reached over the top until his toenails

hooked into the center ring of the baffle and presto—as you

might by now suspect—he was ankle deep in bird food.

I had some real sport with him for a while, though.

Whenever I would spot him in the "cooky jar" I'd sneak up

on the blind side of the feeder and quietly squeeze down on

a dozen or so hairs on the tip of his protruding tail. The
reaction was always the same. With one cataclysmic reflex

he would be stretched out in mid-air leaving a spray of bird-

seed from the vibrating feeder and a hair or two from the

end of his tail. He also invariably stopped halfway up the

bank to the pine woods to finish whatever he had in his

mouth. 1 have never seen such impudence.

To stop the squirrel I had to replace the plastic bafflle

with a 16-inch Cadillac hub cap, which he can neither bite

into nor reach around. At last all is serene in the bungalow

for small birds.
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By M. S. ELTZROTH
Alexandria

Last winter we had our usual residents: gold and purple

finches, song, fox and white-throated sparrows, ruby- and

gold-crowned kinglets, myrtle and palm warblers, Carolina

wren, red-breasted nuthatch and junco but no white-breasted

nuthatch or pine siskin this time. One unusual resident all

winter was a female lialtimore oriole. She was seen many
times about the neighborhood from November to March
and was apparently alone. Mrs. Morton of the Audubon
Society called her: "one of our regular irregulars."

A pair of robins returned to the yard on February 25

when the nighttime temperatures were still in the teens.

They occasionally found worms in the frozen ground but for

the most part they high jumped for the berries on the

Ligustrum bushes along the fence. It doesn't take much to

prompt the mockingbird to clear the area and these "robbin'

hoods" did it every time. The old gray hardnose would

sweep across the yard flashing great white wing and tail

patches resembling the Maltese crosses of a Messerschmidt

fighter plane. The effect was that of a Chinese fire drill.

Birds, especially robins, scattered in all directions. The

mocker zeroed in and delivered a nip or two to the coverts

of the victim after a tight turning, high speed dog fight. If

this back yard baron doesn't strike fear into the hearts of

the other birds, he has gained their attention and respect

at least. A similar emotion persisted in the hearts of some

larger fliers that I knew almost 25 years ago.

We have now watched through the bay windows as nature

passed in a fascinating parade for a year and a half. The

decision to put the feeder up close where we could see what

happens was, without a doubt, one of the best I ever made.

Simply walking is one of the most popular outdoor pastimes. Wildlife adds much to

The Pleasures of a Walk
By ILEEN BROWN

South Boston

THE day was mild with only a scattering of snow

lingering in the shady spots. An ideal day for taking a

walk. I followed a footpath that weaved through stands

of pines, oaks and poplars. Leaves and twigs snapped loudly

underfoot. Shy birds fluttered into nearby tree branches,

and unseen wood creatures scampered among a carpet of

leaves and pine tags to some hidden spot. Only a slight

rustling told me of their whereabouts.

When I tired I stopped to rest beside an old oak. A red-

bellied woodpecker quarreled at me from a nearby tree.

A bushy-tail tree squirrel hopped among tall branches over-

head. Cardinals like fiery arrows darted among the seed

pods of the poplar trees.

When I had rested I was on my way again. I worked my
way deeper into the woods until I came to a narrow creek.

Here tracks, so like a child's handprint, were visible on the

moist bank. Raccoon tracks. With luck, maybe I would

come across him.

I quickened my steps. I searched each tree along my way.

After many trees, I began to think it was a losing cause.

So when I came upon a small oak, I only half-heartedly

glanced among the bare branches. But I quickly took a

second look, for wrapped around a limb was a very sleepy-

looking raccoon.

For moments we eyed each other with mixed interest.

He seemed only mildly disturbed by my presence. I tried

to coax him from the tree, but he ignored my attempts.

Reluctantly I left him to finish his nap, and I continued on

my way.

I hadn't gone far before a loud rustling caused me to

stop and listen. Each moment I expected to see someone or

something step into sight, but after several minutes passed

and nothing appeared. I decided to investigate.

When I neared the noise I stopped and peered among
the tree branches. There, busily scratching for their supper

among the leaves and pine tags, were a flock of white-

throated sparrows. There were 25 or more. I watched for

awhile and then continued my walk.

I worked my way back to the clearing. The afternoon

sun was casting shadows now, and the air was getting a

sharpness about it. I walked briskly to keep warm.

I branched off into a path that led by a freshly plowed

field. Deer tracks were noticeable in the soft earth. They

followed a path around the edge of the field. In spots the

tracks were more plentiful, as if the deer had lingered

awhile. I foflowed the tracks around one open field and then

another. At times the tracks grew dim and then disappeared

completely. A short distance away I picked up the tracks

again.

After about a quarter of a mile I came out from behind

a hedgerow into a field that was made up of a thicket of

small pines, shrubs, berry vines and remnants of last year's

corn crop. I searched the field slowly. The waste corn area

and last the thicket. I smiled. The search was over. There

nibbling on a bush was a buck, and at his side a beautiful

doe.

The buck raised his head and looked around. He saw me
immediately. He snorted loud and angry, and in an instant

he and the doe headed for the woods.

I turned my steps toward home. It was getting on to

dusk now, and I was tired. As I neared the barn a flicker

flew under the eaves and through a hole into the barn. He,

too, was preparing for the night ahead.
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CROW PREDATION
ON SMALL BIRDS

By DWIGHT R. CHAMBERLAIN

FEW ornithological problems have caused more contro-

versy than the economic status of the common crow.

It is an omnivorous feeder and is apt in changing its

diet to suit the seasons and available food supply. Its food

habits are so variable that isolated observations may be mis-

leading unless these preferences are considered for the entire

population throughout all seasons of the year.

Examinations by the U. S. Biological Survey revealed that

only about one third of one percent of the animal food of

the adults, and 1.5 percent of the food of nestlings was

More positive evidence of crow predation on small birds

was reported by John Doebel. a graduate student in the

V.P.I. Department of Forestry and Wildlife, on December
16, 1966. At 11:30 a.m., he noted three common crows

ground-feeding on two dead starlings in North Crumpacker
Woods. V.P.I. One starling was missing bone and viscera

from its right side, and its neck was broken. In addition,

the right side of its skull was badly lacerated and contained

a deep puncture. The other starling showed a deep puncture

in its right rump and was missing numerous contour feathers.

Both starlings showed bruises and cuts on the neck muscles.

This observation was important because it showed that the

starlings received the neck wounds while still alive, and

probably from the crows.

A bruise is caused by hemorrhaging in the tissues. Notice-

able bruising will not occur unless the heart is beating and

forcing blood through the tissues under pressure. A crow's

heavy, slightly-hooked beak is capable of inflicting the

bruises, cuts, and punctures which were fatal to the two

f # ^ ^

Evidence of crow preda+ion on starlings. Condition of tissues showed that the birds had not been carrion, but had suffered severe damage in the

neck regions while still alive.

derived from wild birds and their eggs; and only about one

in every 28 adults examined, and one in every 11 nestlings,

had partaken recently of such food (Bent, 1946). Therefore,

our observations of crow predation on full-grown wild birds

at V.P.I, appear to be unusual.

On February 1, 1966, James Pack, then a graduate stu-

dent in the V.P.I. Department of Forestry and Wildlife,

observed a common crow transporting a mourning dove in

its claws near Crumpacker Woods, V.P.I. The crow dropped

the dove, and Pack subsequently examined it. The breast and
abdomen were torn out and the viscera was missing. There

was approximately 20 inches of snow on the ground, and the

early morning temperature was 14 °F. The dove may have

been weak from exposure and/or lack of food, and thus fell

prey to the slower flying crow. Another possibility is that

the dove was already carrion when found by the crow; but

Pack estimated that the bird had been dead only several

minutes prior to his examination.

birds. The starlings may have been weak from exposure

(the early morning temperature on December 16 was 16°F.;

the snowfall was 4 inches), and unable to avoid capture by

the slower flying crows. Apparently, the snow and cold

temperatures caused the crows to seek avian prey in lieu of

the grain and carrion matter usually available during the

winter.

In addition, near Rochester, New York, I noted the

peculiar habit of crows diving upon and chasing starlings

away from winter bird feeders—causing them to drop the

food. The crows would quickly drop to the ground, pick up

the booty, and fly off.

Depredations on poultry have been reported. Mousley

(1924) stated that he ob.served 16 young chickens carried

away by common crows. Reports have also been published

citing instances where crows have killed and eaten various

species of small birds, and even birds as large as grouse have

been killed and eaten.
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AVe Must Make Conservation Real
By CARSTEN AHRENS

Port Clinton, Ohio

Part One

ANATION, reaching the place in world leadership that

the United States has, must, if it wishes to maintain

that leadership, teach its children over and over again

to use with wisdom the resources it possesses. This is con-

servation, or, as one of our earliest conservationists, Gifford

Pinchot, used to say, "the wise use and management of our

natural resources so that they will serve the greatest number

of people for the longest period of time."

Our children must be taught about their great legacy in

fertile soil, pure water and air, wildlife, timber, and minerals

before they fade into something found only in legends and

history books. They should thrill to their inheritance of the

thousands of square miles of state and national parks, forests,

and wildlife management areas that have been set aside

for their enjoyment. They should know the cultural and

esthetic values of these areas as well as their monetary

and recreational worth. As needs arise, there will be more

and more pressure on legislators to divert these lands in

public ownership to other uses. Children become the elec-

torate, and an informed electorate will be wary of any

proposal that might make such a sell-out possible.

. . . education's opportunity and responsibility . . .

We're not really going to put this across until ALL teach-

ers realize the importance of our national resources and

the importance of inculcating enthusiasm for conservation

into young Americans. Just as all teachers should teach,

as subtly as possible, self-respect, honesty, and love of coun-

try, along with whatever they are accredited and paid to

teach, so all teachers should impress repeatedly on the

young the sacredness of these common things—pure air . . .

clean water . . . and the rest. This means all teachers, not

just the ones who have the biology and social studies classes.

Back in depression days I was teaching English, and, more

specifically, Scott's "Lady of the Lake"—five classes of it

—

Children must be taught about their great legacy in fertile soil,

clean water and air, wildlife and timber, lest these things be allowed

to fade into something found only in legends and history books.

i

There is

of facts

Commission photo by Kesteloo

little to be gained by teaching conservation just as bundles

and statistics. People learn by doing. To these youngsters

wood duck conservation is real.

'/•^w/'.^ -x" /k.

in a high school along the Monongahela River. Even in

those far off days it was my contention that, along with

whatever you were scheduled to teach, you should bring in

love for your fellow man and conservation. So the sparkling

lochs, the flashing streams, the Scottish forests to the water's

edge were wonderful ways of bringing home the fact that

our muddy Monongahela River was neither flashing nor

sparkling nor tree-edged. We considered how it got that way

and what possibly could be done about it.

There was a Superintendent of Schools in those days in

that town who was regarded by many pupils and teachers

as somewhat less than an understanding administrator. One

day, I remember, the door opened and in he came. I was

in the midst of a conservation discussion, and shortly he

left. He eased into my room four times that day, and each

time he found me teaching English heavily saturated with

conservation. The fourth time he advised me to step out into

the hall.

I followed, quaking, expecting the very end of things;

there was no teacher tenure then.

"You are supposed to be teaching English?" he stated.

"Yes, sir."

"And yet I have found you teaching conservation and

natural resources?"

"Well, yes, I guess you could say that, sir."

There were a few moments of absolute silence as he studied

my tie. He was short of stature.

(Continued on next page)
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Make Conservation Real (Continued from page i9)

Then he said solemnly, "1 liked it."

My face must have given away my unbelievable relief, but

if he was amused, he showed no sign except a grunt as he

went on his way.

Conservation must become the core of all subjects taught in

our schools—the hub about which all the other courses re-

volve. At the moment this may sound implausible, even

silly. But as our population continues to increase at its rapid

pace—one of our fifty states already has an average of 800

souls per square mile—we'll come to realize that the wise

use of our soil, water, air, wildlife, timber, and minerals is

critically necessary. In crowded India—where 21/^ times the

population of the United States is trying to live on an area

14 the size of our country—no one questions the tenets of

conservation.

. . . not rote learning here . . .

There is little gained teaching and reteaching conserva-

tion just as bundles of facts—memorizing stacks of statistics

concerning tons of topsoil annually carried by our rivers into

the sea. School and home should cooperate in projects that

make parents, pupils, and teachers partners. Guide children

in the care of clothing, furniture, books, and the conserva-

tion of simple things, like paper. Find out the number of

pupils in your school system ; then, suppose each pupil

to believe that man's ingenuity is without bounds—at least,

the American type of ingenuity is horizonless. When we run

out of oil, the scientists will cleverly invent or grow other

lubricants. Plastics will replace lumber and metals, and

just anytime now we'll find a cost-free way of removing salt

from sea water and then we'll have oceans of the sparkling,

fresh stuff!

. . . the spotlight of facts is hard on the eyes . . .

If you are a conservationist, you know most people are

seldom in the mood for conservation. They're interested if

it involves someone else, but not if it hits them. But that's

no reason to discontinue emphasizing it. A school has

spelling and arithmetic classes even though some pupils

would cheer their removal. Even though it is unpopular, I

hope we'll continue in our schools to teach conservation,

just as I hope we'll stress human safety even though Ameri-

cans go on killing themselves and each other at the rate of

500 a holiday. We wonder what statistics would be like if

schools went along with a big section of a society which

apparently believes, "Drink, drive, and speed, for the next

holiday you'll be a statistic anyway." Conservation teaching

always suggests radically different ways of doing things, so

it will never be sought by society in general. But that's

what education is for. It's to jar man constantly out of his

complacency and suggest other courses to follow instead of

Our youth should be taught to thrill at the

thought of the thousands of square miles set

aside as parks, forests, and wildlife management
areas for their enjoyment.

Commission photo by Kesteloo

wastes two sheets per day for a 180-day school year. How
many tablets would that be? How many acres of pulp timber

would have to be cut to care for this waste? In a city like

New York, where there are a million school children, that

would make a mighty big pile of paper by the end of a year.

Suppose your town has 2,500 homes and in each is a

leaky faucet that loses a gallon of water daily. Have the kids

figure it up for a year's loss!

It's difiicult for many people to see the need of conserva-

tion teaching—even the need for conservation—in a time

like the present when on far fewer acres than previously

used our farmers are producing more food than Americans

consume. It is difficult to interest individuals in saving when

their Uncle Sam sets such a prodigious example in spend-

ing. The national policy for the last three decades has been

in favor of spending on a greater scale than our history has

ever known. We are sentimentally attached to such Poor

Richard's sayings as "A penny saved is a penny earned,"

and "Waste not, want not," but they no longer seem a part

of our national philosophy.

Few Americans are worried about conserving oil, timber,

wildlife, unpolluted water, or soil. The average citizen seems

the ruts of the present and the past.

I've been a firm believer in the effectiveness of educa-

tion ever since one summer in Yosemite National Park where

I was a young ranger-naturalist. The summer before I

came, 75 visitors to the beautiful valley had to make a trip

to our excellent little hospital because they had gotten too

close to bears. That year the park naturalist instigated a

campaign to discourage the feeding of bears by the visitors.

So every ranger's contact with the public—field trip, nature

walk, mountain climb, auto caravan, fire fall, campground

program, museum lecture—ended with a short talk and its

burden was "Don't Feed the Bears!" Every one of us was

sold on the crusade. And that season, only seven visitors

were mauled by the bears. From seventy-five to seven; edu-

cation surely paid off.

If this can be done for human conservation in a small

area, it can be done for conservation in general over

America. If we can enlist the million U. S. teachers behind

a drive for conservation, there is no end of the changes that

can be realized for man's betterment and the happiness and

security of generations to come. In America, time is still on

our side.
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By DAVID MYERS
Lignum

kind to shoot the coon after he is treed.

Practically any dog of the hound type will run coons with

a little training, so purebred dogs are not necessary. In fact,

dogs with mixed blood often make wonderful coon dogs.

Although coon hunting is good the entire year, it can be

very exasperating until autumn when the leaves fall. After

the trees become bare, it is not too hard to spot the coon.

Many times you will be unable to see the coon, even after

treeing him, because he is a master at camouflage and can

hide himself among the leaves. That is exactly what the

coon mentioned at the beginning of this story did.

A raccoon, unless pressed very hard by the dogs, will

almost invariably climb the tallest tree he can find. Al-

though he usually won't change trees after he goes up,

you can be practically certain that he will be found at the

very top of the tree.

When it comes to eluding his pursuers, the coon is full

IN THE CORN

Leonard Lee Rue III photo

THE old hound's tree bark rang out long and mourn-

ful through the dark, silent woods as my hunting

partner, Ralph Pritt, and I headed toward the scene of

action. We were enjoying a coon hunt, which is one of

Virginia's fastest growing sports.

Although coon hunting is now becoming very popular, it

is not by any means a new sport. Running coons with

hounds was practiced widely in early Virginia and has

always had a healthy following.

Ralph and I were engaged in this hunt due to the rac-

coon's bad habit of raiding corn patches. I had found signs

where coons had visited our corn, and had borrowed my
neighbor's two coon hounds to put an end to the visits.

Raccoons can be found in any section of woods where

there are water and enough hollow trees to serve as dens.

If there is corn nearby, you can guarantee the presence of

coons. Practically all of Virginia has a growing population

of coons which can provide some of the most enjoyable

hunting to be found anywhere.

Coon hunting requires little special equipment. All that

is needed are a strong flashlight to spot the coon in his

hiding place at the top of a tall tree and a firearm of some
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VPI Wildlife Research Unit photo by M. A. Byrd

A raccoon will almost invariably climb the tallest tree he can find, and

that's exactly what this one did.

of tricks. He will often take to the water to throw off the

dogs and is many times successful. Probably the most

frustrating trick of all, however, is that of "tapping" a tree.

When hotly pursued by the dogs, a coon will sometimes

climb a few feet up a tree, circle to the other side, jump

away from the tree as far as he can, and then continue

running. This usually confuses all but the smartest dogs and

gives the coon time to reach his den. Only the oldest and

smartest coons will use this method, but it often ends the

chase.

Hunting raccoons with hounds is definitely one of Vir-

ginia's greatest sports and provides thrill and excitement for

both young and old. Once you try it, you'll never give it up.
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Let's Cook O Wild Duck Dinner (Continued from page 9)

tasting a new food by explaining (more patiently, perhaps,

than I) that he can not possibly know whether he likes it

or not without sampling it?

General rule number 3 is that wild duck and other game
birds demand a full red wine such as a Bordeaux or a

Burgundy. If you are going to all the trouble of preparing

this glorious feast, there is no point in skimping on the wine

budget. A Chateauneuf-du Pape would be marvelous or a

reliable St. Emilion or a Haut-Medoc would be good. Which-

ever you choose, use the same wine in the sauce.

For the soup, bow to convenience and use a can of con-

densed mushroom soup, a can of mushroom stems and pieces

with the liquid, and a 6^/9 ounce can of boned lobster also

with whatever liquid is packed in it. Put these 3 ingredients,

cold, in a blender until the mixture is perfectly smooth. Time
varies. My blender is quite ancient and what takes 3-5

minutes in it, I am told can be accomplished by one of the

new models in 60 seconds. Thin this mixture with about 1

cup of whole milk or half and half. Heat in the top of a

double boiler to avoid scorching. Correct the seasoning if

necessary, and stir in about 2 ounces butter. You may also

add sherry if you wish, but since that fine red wine you have

bought will accompany the rest of the meal, I prefer not to

introduce a second wine either in or with the soup. Serve

the soup very hot with a snipping of chive, parsley or

watercress for a garnish.

For the wild rice, first prepare a stock made by boiling the

necks, wing tips and giblets (except the livers) of the duck

in water to cover. Add to this 3 tablespoons each of minced

raw carrot, onion, and celery tops cooked first for 5 minutes

in 3 tablespoons butter. Add a sprig of parsley or 1 table-

spoon dried parsley and half a bay leaf. Simmer until the

duck flesh falls from the bones. Then strain carefully and
set aside.

Wild rice is not starchy and does not require repeated

rinsing. Boil 1 cup wild rice in 2 quarts water for 5 or 6

minutes. Drain thoroughly and then stir in 4 ounces melted

butter over moderate heat for a minute or two until it pretty

well absorbs the butter. Now put the rice and the prepared

stock in a covered casserole and set it in a 350° oven for

30-40 minutes until the rice is tender and the liquid is

absorbed. In the finished product each grain of rice should

be separate and glossy with a film of butter. Fluff with a

fork and serve.

Slices of mellow ripe avocado, sprinkled with just enough

lemon to prevent darkening and laid on a bed of watercress

without other adornment, are quite enough for the salad.

The dessert also is purposely simple. Whole frozen straw-

berries or Bing cherries mixed at the very last moment with

frozen sliced peaches are a delicious combination. The fruit

should be completely thawed but only just! Frozen fruits

long thawed in advance become rather too limp to be en-

joyable. When each .serving is arranged in the loveliest crystal

dishes you possess, pour a spoonful of Cointreau on each

one.

Now for the piece de resistance!

Pressed Duck
Since the rest of the meal is based on quantities for 6-8

people we'll assume you have 3-4 wild ducks, properly

dressed and hung, with all the pin feathers removed. Rub
them with salt and pepper, lay a thin strip of butter cut

lengthwise from a 14 pound print on each breast and roast

as directed for no more than 15 minutes.

Chop the livers that you saved with 3 or 4 shallots or the

white part of 2 or 3 rareripes. Simmer these in 2 ounces

(4 tablespoons ) butter just long enough to brown them

nicely. Add 4 ounces of red wine and with the heat turned

off stir to blend. Put this through a food mill or a sieve so

that you have a smooth puree. Set aside.

Remove the duck from the oven and slice the breast meat,

laying it on a warm platter, skin side up to prevent drying

out.

Cut up the rest of the carcasses with game shears, and put

the pieces into the cylinder of the duck press. Screw down
to press out every drop of juice and blood.

In a chafing dish melt 4 tablespoons butter (or if you

can salvage this amount from the roasting pan use it. It

will have the flavor of the duck, and if it is browned but

not burned is preferable).

Stir in 2 tablespoons of currant or pomegranate jelly, and

4 tablespoons Escoffier Sauce Diable; add the liver puree

prepared previously, the juices that were pressed out, and

simmer 5 minutes.

Now lift the sliced breast meat into the sauce and continue

simmering 5-8 minutes, spooning the sauce over the breasts.

Have ready I/3 cup warm cognac. Pour this over the duck

and ignite. Continue spooning the sauce over the breasts

until the flames subside and serve triumphantly!

There are other ways to present wild duck that are almost

as impressive and possibly even almost as good. One of

these is Duck Bigarrade.

Since this is essentially a sweeter dish, I prefer to start

with 6 or 8 raw Chesapeake Bay oysters dressed only with

a touch of lemon.

Instead of wild rice, serve portions of grits in small silver

sauce dishes with butter melting down on top. To cook grits

so they remain separate but still hold their shape without

being "gummy," I suggest using a double boiler. One-half

cup grits and 1 tablespoon salt with 2 cups water cooked for

40-45 minutes make a wonderful accompaniment for all

kinds of game birds.

A salad of watercress and Belgian endive dressed with

olive oil and lemon juice is very nice. Vinegar in the dressing

tends to "war" with orange in the Bigarrade sauce, whereas

the citrus of the lemon is a complementary flavor.

You will not want a fruit dessert on top of Bigarrade, so

for the final touch perhaps an almond or black-walnut ice

cream would suit your taste. Often I omit dessert altogether

and serve salted pecans or cashew nuts. A fairly strong and

bitter demitasse is called for, and I think espresso is best.

Duck Bigarrade

To begin with, the cook should clarify a pound of butter.

This is quite simple. Melt the butter over low heat so there

is no danger of browning. A milky residue will sink to the

bottom. This is what causes whole butter to burn rapidly.

It need not be discarded. It can be added to soups and white

sauces for both flavor and enrichment. Strain off the oily,

yellow liquid that remains on top, using a very fine sieve or

piece of linen. This is the part you will use to poele the ducks

for the first step in preparing Duck Bigarrade.

Again we assume you are working with 3-4 dressed ducks,

rubbed inside and out with tenderizer salt, and since the

finished product goes to the table whole, they must also be

trussed into respectable shapes. The necks should be cut

off close to the body with game shears, and the skin flap

folded under neatly and held in place by slipping the wing

tips underneath. The legs are left alone, and the skin of one
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Duck Hunting in Western Virginia
(Continued fronn page 9)

regular hunting clothes work fine for the middle layer. A
good waterproof parka with hood makes a fine outside layer.

Insulated rubber boots, roomy enough for a couple pairs of

wool socks work well for footwear. Some hunters prefer

fishing waders.

A warm hat or cap and gloves complete the picture. It is

not a bad idea to take along two pairs of gloves in case one

gets wet.

As far as guns are concerned, here's where most arguments

about duck hunting begin. Duck guns used to be long bar-

reled cannons. The trend is now toward lighter weapons.

For all-round duck hunting, the average sportsman will

choose a 12-gauge auto, pump or double. Full or modified

choke is generally used, with full probably being selected

more often than modified.

If you now own a 16 or 20 gauge, these guns also will

kill ducks. Far more important than size or type is learning

to make it hit what you point at. This means passing up

those "sky busting" shots.

No. 6 and No. 4 are favorite duck loads. Some hunters

prefer the No. 6's for early season shooting and the No. 4's

when ducks get fat and fully feathered.

Duck hunting laws can be somewhat complicated since

some species have a lower bag limit than others, and this

means you must learn to identify waterfowl. Every duck

hunter should purchase a good waterfowl identification book

and study it well. Knowing ducks adds much fun to the

sport. For a starter book, one that can be carried easily in

your hunting coat, try Ducks At A Distance, available from

the Superintendent of Documents, U. S. Government Print-

ing Office, Washington, D. C, for 25 cents.

Interest in waterfowl hunting is expected to continue grow-

ing in the western part of the state. Duck hunting can be

a rugged sport, but its rewards are rich, and its magic will

draw sportsmen into the world of cold feet so long as there

is a single duck in the bag limit and a single day to hunt.

Let's Cook a Wild Duck Dinner (Continued from page 22)

orange, with the bitter white membrane largely removed, is

tucked into the cavity of each bird. The skin can be skewered

in place to hold in the orange flavor so it permeates the

flesh from the inside.

This done, each duck is carefully browned in the clarified

butter. They must be turned cautiously from side to side

and from back to breast, with the breast being browned last.

In order to brown nicely without cooking the meat, the

butter must be kept at a fairly high temperature, so you

should be prepared to work quickly in order not to burn

either the butter or the birds.

Remove each duck as it reaches a satisfactory golden

brown, and place breast side up in a roasting pan. The

oven should be preheated to 450°, and you will want to

baste every five minutes or so with the butter left from

the poele process. Total roasting time is 15-20 minutes.

Arrange the ducks on your most beautiful platter, breast

up and thoroughly drained of all fat. Remove the orange

peel and discard. The platter, of course, should be hot.

Let the juices settle in the roasting pan and then pour

off the fat. You may need to use some ice wrapped in cheese-

cloth to get it all.

A thickening agent will be needed for the sauce. Since it

should be glossy and transparent, wheat flour will not do.

Cornstarch is quite satisfactory, and 1 tablespoon dissolved

in the juice squeezed from the oranges after the segments

have been removed and cleared of white membrane is

enough to hold the sauce.

To the segments of the oranges, their juice and the corn-

starch, add 3 tablespoons undiluted frozen orange juice and

Yl cup Madeira wine. Add this mixture to the juices from the

roasting pan and simmer until clear and thick enough to

adhere to the ducks when spooned on. Arrange the orange

sections around the edge of the platter in little mounds,

alternating with sprigs of fresh, crisp watercress and pre-

served kumquats.

If your nerves are pretty steady, and the platter is large

enough and deep enough to assure against setting the table

afire, you can flame the ducks at serving with I/3 cup

Curacao. This is an orange base liqueur that adds the final

touch of elegance to both flavor and appearance.

Usually only the breast meat is served, but if the ducks

are young, the second joints could be served so long as each

guest is allotted some of each.

In spite of all my preaching about enjoying the gamey

flavor of game, these sauces, especially the Bigarrade, do

tend to sublimate it. There is no reason in the world why you

cannot enjoy a roast duck unsauced and unadorned! Prob-

ably you have only 1 or 2 ducks anyway, and just the family

will be dining.

Prepare a stock as you did for cooking the wild rice, but

omit the bay leaf and reduce it after straining to about one

cup. Use this for a gravy.

Truss the ducks into shape, tuck a slice or two of onion

and the leafy top from a stalk of celery into each cavity.

Lard the breasts with butter and roast at 450° for 18

minutes, basting to brown evenly. A little paprika rubbed

on with the salt and pepper will aid in browning.

Make the gravy from the drippings in the roasting pan,

adding enough butter to make 4 tablespoons, if necessary.

In this, sautee 1 cup sliced mushroom caps and 2 tablespoons

minced green onion.

Push these to the side of the pan and make a brown roux

by adding 2 tablespoons flour to the browned butter. Pour

in the stock and dilute to desired consistency with tart red

table wine. Correct the seasoning. Serve separately.

When it can be obtained really fresh, which is seldom

because it is not a popular vegetable in this part of the

country, red cabbage prepared in the German manner is a

delicious foil for both wild duck and wild goose. I learned

to make it from the wonderful German woman who kept

house for me when we lived in Munich, so to us it is ever,

Sophie's Rot Kraut

Grate coarsely: 4 cups red cabbage

2 cup onion

2 tart apples, peeled

Cook in the least possible amount of salted water until

tender. Most of the water will have boiled away. If any

remains, drain it off. Add 1 tablespoon red wine vinegar

and stir in 2 tablespoons soft butter blended smoothly with

two tablespoons flour.

This makes more of a glaze than a sauce, and the

finished dish would be moist and glossy but not at all

"runny."

Serve brown rice to accommodate the gravy, and plenty

of ripe olives.
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Many Virginia Big Game Hunters

Will Qualify for Field & Stream
Badges

If the current hunting season produces

as expected, a number of Virginia big

game hunters will qualify for Honor

Badges to be awarded by Field & Stream

magazine. White-tailed deer and black

bear are the only two qualifying Vir-

ginia species the hunter may legally

take. To be eligible, whitetails must have

at least 8 points over one inch long, in-

cluding brow points. Black bear skulls

must measure at least 10 inches in width.

Hunters who apply for these awards

must fill out an application form avail-

able from Field & Stream Big Game
Honor Badges, 383 Madison Avenue,

New York, N. Y. 10017. The signature

of a person who saw the game is re-

quired, and a photograph is desirable.

Game killed with bow and arrow as well

as shotgun or rifle is eligible. Trophies

killed in past years may be submitted

if not previously entered, provided they

can be documented as above. Other

qualifying North American big game
species include mule deer, elk, prong-

horn antelope, polar, grizzly and Alaska

brown bears, moose, caribou, and moun-
tain sheep and goats.

Lady Hunter Downs Gobbler

Mrs. S. V. Yearwood of Hampton holds a IS

pound 14 ounce gobbler she bagged in Augusta
County last fall.

9 Acre Lake to be Built at

Powhatan
The contract has been let for con-

struction of a 9-acre lake on the Game
Commission's Powhatan Wildlife Man-
agement Area west of Richmond, ac-

cording to Commission Engineer George

Holladay. The lake is to be built just

below two existing ponds on the area.

The maximum water depth will be about

15 feet. Construction is expected to be

complete by early winter, and the lake

should be filled for stocking early next

spring. Bass, bluegills and redear sun-

fish will be introduced.

Game Breeders To Meet
The North American Game Breeders

and Shooting Preserve Association will

hold a three-day convention and short

course January 8, 9 and 10 at the Savery

Hotel in Des Moines, Iowa. Educational

sessions in the field of game breeding

are scheduled for Monday and Wednes-

day, with an informative field trip to

provide a change of pace planned for

Tuesday. Any person interested in better

hunting through game bird propagation

or habitat improvement is invited to at-

tend. A registration fee of $10 covers

all formal expenses for the three-day

session, and persons need not be mem-

bers of the NAGB&SPA to participate.

The educational sessions which com-

prise two-thirds of the program will stress

techniques of game production, habitat

improvement, and preserve and club

operation and management. The pro-

gram will consider the little man as well

as the big preserve operator, and one

session will emphasize how the average

hunter and a few of his buddies can

enjoy the benefits of managed hunting

at minimum expense.

The field trip will include a visit to

the Polk County Conservation Board's

Chichagua Wildlife Habitat Area and

the Oakvicw Game Farm. Examples of

habitat improvement will be discussed

and examined by the group, as will

production and release techniques. There

will be demonstrations of dog effective-

ness and dog training and a special

demonstration of controlled pass shoot-

ing on artificially reared mallard ducks.

Hunt club members have much to

gain from the informative program, as

do individual hunters and preserve oper-

ators. Persons desiring the full con-

vention program may get additional de-

tails by writing Samuel G. McCluney,

President, North American Game Breed-

ers and Shooting Preserve Association,

Inc., Box 12, Warrensburg, Missouri

64093.

Wardens Bring Game Commission
Work to Public Through

Fair Exhibits

WARREN COUNTY FAIR

SHENANDOAH COUNTY FAIR

The above photos represent two of the more
than 12 county and regional fairs at which

Game Wardens helped to construct and main-

tain exhibits last fall. Such activities are just

part of the complex work schedule that present-

day wardens are expected to carry out in ad-

dition to their regular law enforcement duties.

New Boat Access Booklet Available

A new edition of ''Boating Access to

Virginia Waters" is just off the press

with improved location maps for many
of the ("ommission's older boat ramps

and location guides to those completed

in 1967. Copies may be obtained from

the Publication Office, Box 1642, Rich-

mond, Va. 23213.
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Virginia Winners in Coca-Cola
Grant Program

On June 15 grants totaling $25,000

were awarded by The Coca-Cola Com-

pany to more than 70 youth groups

across the country for conservation and

community improvement projects in their

home towns.

Virginia had two winners.

In Buckingham the 4-H Club won a

$300 grant to beautify the historic public

health building. Members of the club

are working with Boy Scouts on the

project, which has wide community sup-

port. County Supervisors voted to im-

prove the building's appearance, but no

plans were made to beautify the grounds.

The young people are filling this gap.

They said the project will serve to

"beautify the County Court House area

where many people come to transact

Margaret Webb, 17 year old 4-H Club vice-

president, made successful application for a

Coca-Cola Company Project Assistance Grant.

business." They hope to complete the

work by December 1968. Barbecuing

chicken for the annual Farm Bureau

picnic at Dillwyn Elementary School in

July brought the club added funds for

the project.

In Fairfax County, the Ocawasin

Horizon (!lub of the Camp Fire Girls won
a $250 grant to create a Japanese garden

to be located in an inner courtyard of

Fort Hunt High School. It will be used

by community groups as well as school

students. Janis Weinstein. 17. of Alex-

andria, applied for the grant.

—Courtesy Miss Cordelia Ruffin
Assistant, Coordinator's Office

National Youth Conference on Natural
Beauty and Conservation
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Caught in the Act

Photo by Thomas M. Lloyd, Beri-yville

Glen Kerrs tried hard to get acquainted, but

not even a pinch could make this fav^n say

"ouch." Grandson of Virginia Game Warden
end Mrs. Blake S. Denney, Glen, son of Mr
and Mrs. Herman Kerrs of Ratcliff, Kentucky

(formerly of Winchester, Virginia), is shown
visiting the Game Commission exhibit at the

Clarke County Fair in August.

FFA State Wildlife Winner
Selected as state winner of the Wild-

life Conservation Award at the state

convention of Future Farmers of

America held on the V.P.I, campus in

Blacksburg, the C. T. Smith FFA Chap-

ter of Caroline County received a cash

award of $40. Second, third, and fourth

place awards went to the Louisa, Appo-

mattox and Buffalo Gap FFA chapters.

Under the leadership of local advisors

and agricultural instructors W. B. Cole-

man and F. Wendell Latham, as well as
( 'hapter President Kenneth Hockaday,

all 66 C. T. Smith FFA members par-

ticipated in some phase of the chapter's

well rounded wildlife conservation pro-

gram. -Spending an average of 9 hours

j)er member on projects, they completed

122 improved jjractices in wildlife con-

servation, prepared educational wildlife

conservation exhibits, presented 6 public

programs on wildlife, and seeded 3

demonstration wildlife plots. Two hun-

dred fifty bags of wildlife seed mixture

were used by chapter members, who also

distributed 90 bags to local farmers.

In order of awards, winners of the

wildlife food patch contest, spon.sored by

the Fredericksburg-Rappahannock Chap-

ter IWLA for C. T. Smith FFA chapter

members, were Richard Orrock, Leo

Crafton Barker Honored
Unusually active in many ways in the

broad field of conservation, Mr. Crafton

W. Barker, of FredericLsburg, was
honored as Virginia's "Conservation

Educator of the Year" at the 3rd An-

nual Governor's Conservation Achieve-

ment Awards banquet this fall.

In 1966 Mr. Barker was state chair-

man of the Virginia Division, Izaak

Walton League's Conservation Educa-

tion Committee, and in this capacity was
co-chairman of the Wildlife Essay Con-

test, sponsored jointly by the Virginia

Game Commission and the League for

5th through 12th graders. This year Mr.
Barker helped organize the first Izaak

Walton League Youth Chapter in Vir-

ginia, which is sponsored by the Fred-

ericksburg Chapter of the League and
now has about 30 members ranging in

age from 8 through 15 years. Because

of his efforts the State Board of Edu-

cation and King George County school

officials approved a plan to develop a

nature trail and other conservation study

facilities on King George County school

property.

This summer Mr. Barker received the

National Conservation Award at the

Izaak Walton League's 1967 convention

in Milwaukee, Wisconsin.

:gcjagi 52S^JHSSjSkS?

Satterwhite, Wayland Gayle. and Mark
Coghill.

Chapter members publicized their

wildlife program by presenting two radio

programs and publishing articles in

local newspapers.

—Courtesy W . B. Coleman
Vocational Agriculture Instructor

C. T. Smith High .School

Wildlife food patch being checked by (I. to r.)

Game Warden Roland Eager, Richard Orrock,
and F. Wendell Latham, Chapter Advisor.
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Fiberglass Will Burn
Recently a flash fire burned a new

fiberglass boat, two outboard motors and

several rods, reels and other tackle. The

anglers leaped overboard avoiding burns

after the fire started when one of the

fishermen attempted to start the motor

by pulling on the starter cord. Apparent-

ly gas from the motor and from an extra

gas can had leaked into the bottom of

the boat. The anglers first tried to turn

the burning boat over, but when this

proved impossible, they towed it to

shore. By this time, the whole boat had

burned beyond repair. The heat was so

intense that the block on one of the

motors melted. A fire extinguisher might

have saved the boat, but because it hap-

pened so fast it may have been of little

use. Anglers and boat users should keep

a constant check for gas leaks. Any boat,

even aluminum, will burn with gas in

it.

Gasoline fumes are heavier than air

and will settle to the lowest part of the

boat.

When fueling, all hull openings, such

as ports, hatches, etc., should be closed,

galley fires out and NO smoking.

After fueling, all ports, hatches, etc.,

should be opened, and pumps run for

at least five minutes to insure that all

gasoline fumes have been pumped out.

Use your sense of smell, not a match or

a flashlight, in an effort to detect gaso-

line fumes.

Portable outboard fuel tanks should

Gasoline fumes collected in the bottom of fhe

boat and ignited when an attempt was made to

start the motor was the cause of this charred

always be filled on the dock, not in the

boat ; and if any gasoline is spilled, be

sure to wipe it up immediately.

If a leak is detected while on a cruise,

cut off all power, don't smoke, and at-

tempt to repair the leak. If repairs can-

not be made, fly a distress signal and

wait for a tow.

Remember, gasoline is dangerous. A
cup of gasoline, vaporized, is equal in

power to six sticks of dynamite when
ignited.

Lifesaving Devices and Hunting

The huntf r that pursues our feathered

friends, the duck and the goose, in

most cases is dressed with heavy cloth-

ing for warmth and deteriorating

weather conditions. His hunting coat

pockets or shell vest contain a box or

more of shells, and he is likely to be

wearing a pair of hip boots. Did you

ever try to swim with all of this? The
answer is very simple. NO. But every

hunter should be ready for the unex-

pected. Going to the blind is normally

done prior to daylight and there is al-

ways the possibility of striking a sub-

merged object, or the boat could capsize

due to rough water conditions.

Waterfowl hunters should play it safe

and wear an approved lifesaving device

when going to or returning from a

blind. The life preserver can help to

save your life, and the preserver also

helps to keep off" spray, rain and cold

wind.

In some instances the temperature of

the water is so low that the chances of

survival in cases of dunking are slim.

A hunter wearing a lifesaving device has

a much better chance. If in the water,

the hunter should keep his arms and

legs moving to aid circulation. Try to

remain with the boat. Don't try to swim

for shore.

Boats that are used while hunting

waterfowl are usually small skiffs, easy

to overload with decoys, guns, coolers

and other equipment. Be sure that your

boat has plenty of freeboard, don't over-

load, and wear a lifesaving device at

all times when the boat is underway.

1967 Boating Statistics

The boating public of \ irginia are to

be commended for their efforts in

utilizing common sense and courtesy

afloat in keeping boating accidents down
in 1967. Although there are a few days

left in 1967 for boating, it is safe to

say that the majority of pleasure boat-

ing is over for this year, and the acci-

dent rate to date is well below last

year's.

It is felt that the boating public as

a whole is catching on to their responsi-

bilities regarding safe boating. More
boaters are attending safe boating schools

and utilizing home study type instruction

to further their knowledge about boats,

weather conditions, and all aspects of

safe boating. Practical application has

played a big part in that more boaters

are using their boats more often.

The 1966 statistics show 65 reported

accidents resulting in 26 fatalities, 20

injuries, and $153,000 in property

damage. The 1967 totals as of the print-

ing of this publication show 47 report-

ed accidents, 16 fatalities and 38 in-

juries. Property damage is down so far,

totaling $65,110.

Capsizing due to striking a fixed or

submerged object has caused a big per-

centage of the accidents. Fire and ex-

plosion were involved in five of the re-

ported accidents. Failing to post a

proper lookout has resulted in a few of

the accidents.

It is felt that with a continuous edu-

cation program the boating accidents in

Virginia can and will continue to de-

crease.

Again, my hat is off" to those indi-

viduals and organizations who have,

through their educational work, helped

to make boating safer on the waters of

Virginia.

Cleaning Tip

Stains and dirt may be removed from

the hull of boats by using a fine rub-

bing compound, the same as used on

automobiles. This should be followed up

by a good wax to help keep the hull

clean.
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By DR. J. J. MURRAY
Lexington

IN
Virginia we have three species of mergansers, the

hooded, the common, and the red-breasted. The first two

of these nest chiefly in hollow trees, 15 or 20 feet from

the ground, while the red-breasted usually nests on the

ground. All three lay from six to a dozen eggs, the common
merganser often going to 16 or more. The eggs of the smaller

hooded merganser are ivory-white and nearly round, meas-

uring 2 X 1% inches in size, while those of the two larger

species are creamy-buff, longer than wide, and larger.

The two larger species are usually found near saltwater,

while the hooded merganser is more of an inland species,

feeding in quiet ponds, with a territory much like that of the

wood duck. This merganser breeds across the lower half of

Canada and south to northern Mexico. Arkansas, and locally

to the Gulf states. It winters mainly in the southern United
States but goes also to Cuba and eastern Mexico.
The hooded merganser is one of the most striking of our

ducks in appearance. As the name indicates, the male has
a fan-like crest of feathers, with a large irregular white area

above the eye, surrounded by black on the rest of the head.

The crest is raised when the bird is alarmed. The upper neck
and back are black, the underparts white. The female is

colored like the other female mergansers, the head with a

dull reddish crest, the back grayish-brown with a white patch

in the wings, and the lower parts whitish.

The voice, which I have only occasionally heard, is a

hoarse croak, somewhat like a raven's call.

Like the other mergansers, it has a slender bill, notched

like a saw. For its chosen food of small fish, tadpoles, and

similar slippery water inhabitants it needs this saw-bill. It

is also fond of acorns and other vegetable matter. It is said

to be palatable when feeding on acorns, but this writer,

having once dined on a fish-eating duck and tasted it for

a week, wants no more of the kind.

The hooded merganser is supposed to occur throughout

Virginia at any season. In the Valley, however, I have only

found it from March 6 to May 8 and from November 4 to

December 1. We have one record at Cameron's Pond through

the late summer and early fall, but this was probably a

crippled bird.

I have never seen a nest. Almost any hole, it is said, will

do, if it is large enough for the bird to enter. Arthur C.

Bent (in Life Histories of North American Wild Fowl. Part

1 ) mentions nest sites in the open top of a stump and even

in a hole on the ground. It takes a month for the eggs to

hatch. Usually the young drop from the nest into the water

or to the ground, although sometimes the mother may carry

them down to the water in her bill.

A complete index to the 1967 issues of Virginia Wildliie will appear on the inside back cover of the January, 1968, magazine.
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